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museum house (beta)

we first started talking about sharing a home built for us when we 
visited the sculpture pavilion at grounds for sculpture in trenton, nj.

we saw the grand space with huge windows that brought in light and 
showed off the artwork, and a floating interior balcony that looked 
over everything and thought that maybe, one day, we could live in a 
place like this, surrounded by trees, light, art and friends.

we call this dream museum house. someday, if everything lines up 
and the lottery is generous, we might purse that project,

museum house (beta) is what we believe we can achieve today 
within our means, but aiming for that feeling. 
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the pavillon - a soft box of glass, steel and concrete, but very much part of its 
natural setting



we don't want to live in a white terrazzo box. the pavilion serves as the starting 
point.. light, warmth, space, and balance with nature are the important aspects





titles that follow the general theme



the rear façade is a blank canvas. surprise us.
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 we think lightly stained wood, metal and frosted glassare very attractive 
materials
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stairs



stairs



(maybe we've become obsessed with) stairs



we know the glass ones probably aren't possible, but damn, they're cool-looking



we own books. we love books. but they are not always great ornaments.



 maybe we can fix two problems with one solution.



we like the wood, the metal, the glass, the space and the light, even if it's almost 
too minimalist
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space for art, space for living, space for space, and even a tin ceiling
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an area downstairs for a slim computer, for paying bills and dropping off to-dos. 
but the focus needs to be elsewhere.
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a kitchen that almost doesn't seem to be one
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balconies and decks we like



the patio both looks good and flows with the house. 
this one is somewhere on capitol hill



living areas do need to accomodate living. 
the swiveling flat screen is a clever idea.



bathrooms: no vessel sinks. tubs are optional.



other sources

new sustainable homes  james grayson truelove
the modern house  james grayson trulove
150 best apartment ideas  ana g. cañizares
the new city home  leslie plummer clagett
creating the new american town house  alexander gorlin
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